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Abstract
Recent results show that the structural similarity of graphs can be char-
acterized by counting homomorphisms to them: the Tree Theorem states
that the well-known color-refinement algorithm does not distinguish two
graphs G and H if and only if, for every tree T , the number of homo-
morphisms Hom(T,G) from T to G is equal to the corresponding number
Hom(T,H) from T to H (Dell, Grohe, Rattan 2018). We show how this
approach transfers to hypergraphs by introducing a generalization of color
refinement. We prove that it does not distinguish two hypergraphs G and
H if and only if, for every connected Berge-acyclic hypergraph B, we have
Hom(B,G) = Hom(B,H). To this end, we show how homomorphisms of
hypergraphs and of a colored variant of their incidence graphs are related
to each other. This reduces the above statement to one about vertex-
colored graphs.
Keywords — graph isomorphism, color refinement, hypergraph homomorphism
numbers
1 Introduction
A result by Lovász [5] states that a graph can be characterized up to isomor-
phism by counting homomorphisms from all graphs to it, i.e., two graphs G
and H are isomorphic if and only if, for every graph F , the number of homo-
morphisms Hom(F,G) from F to G is equal to the number of homomorphisms
Hom(F,H) from F to H . Equivalently, using the notion of the homomorphism
vector HOM(G) := (Hom(F,G))F∈G ofG, where G denotes the class of all graphs,
we have that two graphs G and H are isomorphic if and only if their homomor-
phism vectors HOM(G) and HOM(H) are equal. However, the problem of com-
puting the entries of a homomorphism vector is #P-complete as it generalizes
some well-known counting problems [7, Section 5.1]. Hence, Dell, Grohe, and
Rattan [3] considered restrictions HOMF (G) := (Hom(F,G))F∈F of homomor-
phism vectors to classes of graphs F for which these entries can be computed
efficiently. This yields some surprisingly clean results, e.g., for the class T of all
trees, the Tree Theorem states that the homomorphism vectors HOMT (G) and
HOMT (H) of two graphs G and H are equal if and only if G and H are not
distinguished by color refinement, a well-known heuristic algorithm for distin-
guishing non-isomorphic graphs (e.g. [4]).
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“Graph matching” is a term used in machine learning for the problem of
measuring the similarity of graphs (e.g., [1]), where it has its applications in
pattern recognition. However, there is no universally agreed-upon notion of
similarity, and a popular notion, the graph edit distance, describing the cost of
transforming one graph into another by adding and deleting vertices and edges,
is not only hard to compute but also does not reflect the structural similarity
of two graphs very well [7, Section 1.5.1]. Restricted homomorphism vectors
offer an alternative way of comparing the structural similarity of graphs since,
after suitably scaling them, they can be compared using standard vector norms.
As demonstrated in [3], one can also define an inner product on these homo-
morphism vectors, which yields a mapping that is known as a graph kernel in
machine learning (e.g., [8]). Graph kernels can be used to perform classification
on graphs, and to this end, should capture the similarity of graphs well while
still being efficiently computable. Similarly to homomorphism vectors, state-of-
the-art graph kernels are usually based on counting certain patterns in graphs,
e.g., walks or subtrees.
The original observation by Lovász [5], stating that a graph can be character-
ized up to isomorphism by counting homomorphisms from all graphs, dates back
to the 1960s and has led to the theory of graph limits in the recent past [7]. Only
very recently, the importance of homomorphism counts for many graph-related
counting problems has been recognized [2]: for example, subgraph counts are
just linear combinations of homomorphism counts. Even more recent is the
approach of characterizing the structural similarity of graphs by counting homo-
morphisms from restricted classes of graphs [3], which shows that well-known
characterizations, e.g., the color-refinement algorithm, can also be stated in
terms of homomorphism counts.
1.1 Overview
Color refinement is a simple and efficient but incomplete algorithm for distin-
guishing non-isomorphic graphs. The algorithm iteratively computes a coloring
of the vertices of a graph, and we say that color refinement distinguishes two
graphs if it computes different color patterns for them. The Tree Theorem [3]
states that color refinement can be characterized by counting homomorphisms
from trees, i.e., for all graphs G and H , we have HOMT (G) = HOMT (H) if and
only if color refinement does not distinguish G and H . By making use of the
initial coloring, color refinement can easily be adapted to vertex-colored graphs.
This enables a straight-forward generalization of the Tree Theorem by counting
(color-respecting) homomorphisms from vertex-colored trees to vertex-colored
graphs. Formally, if we let CT denote the class of all vertex-colored trees, then
for all vertex-colored graphs G and H , we have HOMCT (G) = HOMCT (H) if
and only if color refinement does not distinguish G and H . We refer to this
generalization as the Colored Tree Theorem.
A possible (although rather conservative) generalization of the notion of a
tree to hypergraphs is that of a connected Berge-acyclic hypergraph. A hyper-
graph is called connected and Berge-acyclic if its incidence graph is connected
and acyclic, respectively. Similarly to the case of (vertex-colored) graphs, we
obtain a surprisingly clean answer when counting homomorphisms from hyper-
graphs in the class BA of connected Berge-acyclic hypergraphs.
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Theorem 1. For all hypergraphs G and H, the following are equivalent:
(1) HOMBA(G) = HOMBA(H).
(2) Color refinement does not distinguish G and H.
Of course, color refinement in the usual sense is only defined on (vertex-
colored) graphs, which is why we propose a generalization of it to hypergraphs
in Section 2.1; Theorem 1 refers to this generalization. As this generalization
turns out to be equivalent to the usual color-refinement algorithm applied to a
colored variant of a hypergraph’s incidence graph, we are able to “reduce” The-
orem 1 to the Colored Tree Theorem instead of adapting the proof of [3]. Here,
the interesting (and laborious) part is to show how homomorphisms between hy-
pergraphs are related to homomorphisms between their colored incidence graphs
and how counts of these can be obtained from each other. This leads to the no-
tion of an incidence homomorphism between hypergraphs in Section 2.2, which
is used to prove Theorem 1 in Section 2.3. Our approach does not only directly
generalize to hypergraphs that possibly have parallel edges, but is also simplified
by doing so; we nevertheless obtain the corresponding statement about simple
hypergraphs as a corollary in Section 2.4.
With Theorem 1, one might wonder how the Tree Theorem generalizes to
directed graphs. An obvious candidate for a class of directed graphs to count
homomorphisms from is the class of connected directed acyclic graphs (DAGs)
since a connected DAG can be seen as the directed concept corresponding to
a tree. Surprisingly, counting homomorphisms from DAGs is already too ex-
pressive and characterizes an arbitrary directed graph up to isomorphism. This
result is already implicit in the second homomorphism-related work of Lovász [6],
which is concerned with the cancellation law among finite relational structures,
and we briefly revisit it in Section 3.
1.2 Preliminaries
N denotes the set of non-negative integers. For n ∈ N, we let [n] := { 1, . . . , n }.
A multiset is denoted using the notation {{ 0, 1, 1 }}. All relational structures
that we consider are finite, and we use standard graph-theoretic terminology
and notation without explicitly introducing it, e.g., for any graph-like structure
G, the sets of its vertices and edges are denoted by V (G) and E(G), respectively.
Unless explicitly specified otherwise, the terms graph and directed graph refer
to simple graphs and simple directed graphs, respectively, while for the sake
of brevity, the term hypergraph is used for hypergraphs that may have parallel
edges. Formally, a hypergraph is a tuple G = (V,E, f) where V is a set of
vertices, E a set of edges, and f : E → 2V \{∅ } the incidence function assigning
a non-empty set of vertices to every edge, where we usually write fG to denote
f . If f is injective, i.e., if G does not have parallel edges, then we call G a simple
hypergraph. The incidence graph of a hypergraph G is the bipartite graph I(G)
with V (I(G)) := V (G) ∪˙ E(G) and E(I(G)) := { ve | v ∈ fG(e) for e ∈ E(G) }.
We work with infinite matrices, which are functions A : I × J → R where I
and J are countable and locally finite posets. The product A ·B : I × J → R of
two infinite matrices A : I×K → R and B : K×J → R is defined via (A·B)ij :=∑
k∈K Aik · Bkj for all i ∈ I, j ∈ J as long as these sums are finite; otherwise,
we leave it undefined, which means that this product is not associative, and
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we follow the convention that this operator is right-associative to reduce the
amount of needed parentheses. An infinite matrix A is called lower triangular
and upper triangular if we have Aij = 0 for all i, j with j 6≤ i and Aij = 0 for
all i, j with i 6≤ j, respectively. As in the finite case, forward substitution yields
that lower and upper triangular infinite matrices with non-zero diagonal entries
have left inverses [3] that again are lower and upper triangular, respectively. For
simplicity, we usually refer to infinite matrices just as matrices.
A homomorphism from a hypergraph F to a hypergraph G is a pair (hV , hE)
of mappings hV : V (F ) → V (G) and hE : E(F ) → E(G) such that we have
hV (fF (e)) = fG(hE(e)) for every e ∈ E(F ), and Hom(F,G) denotes the num-
ber of homomorphisms from F to G. For a hypergraph G, its homomorphism
vector is denoted by HOM(G), and the restriction of HOM(G) to a class of hyper-
graphs F is denoted by HOMF(G). For every isomorphism class of hypergraphs,
we fix a representative and call it the isomorphism type of the hypergraphs in
the class. We view Hom as an infinite matrix indexed by the isomorphism types,
which are sorted by the sums of their numbers of vertices and edges, where ties
are resolved arbitrarily. Then, for a hypergraph G, its homomorphism vector
HOM(G) can be viewed as a column of Hom. We use similar notation for other
types of mappings without explicitly introducing it.
Since, to count homomorphisms from a non-connected graph, one can count
homomorphisms from its components instead, we usually restrict ourselves to ho-
momorphism counts from connected graphs. The same holds for directed graphs
and hypergraphs. Aut is the diagonal matrix whose diagonal entry Aut(G,G),
which we usually denote just by Aut(G), contains the number of automorphisms
of the connected hypergraph G.
2 Hypergraphs
2.1 Hypergraph Color Refinement
Color refinement colors the vertices of a graph G by setting CG0 (v) := 1 for
every v ∈ V (G) and CGi+1(v) := {{C
G
i (u) | u ∈ NG(v) }} for every v ∈ V (G)
and every i ≥ 0. In a hypergraph, the adjacency of a vertex v is not fully
determined by the set of its neighbors, i.e., the set of vertices that share an
edge with v, as this does not state how v is connected to them. To capture also
this information, we rather look at the edges v is incident to: a coloring of the
vertices of a hypergraph induces a coloring of its edges. For a hypergraph G,
we define HCG0 (v) := 1 for every v ∈ V (G) and
HCGi+1(v) := {{ {{HC
G
i (u) | u ∈ fG(e) }} | e ∈ E with v ∈ fG(e) }}
for every v ∈ V (G) and every i ≥ 0. Color refinement distinguishes two hyper-
graphs G and H if there is an i ≥ 0 such that the colorings are unbalanced, i.e.,
that we have {{HCGi (v) | v ∈ V (G) }} 6= {{HC
H
i (v) | v ∈ V (H) }}.
Thus, two vertices of the same color get different colors in a refinement
round if they have a different number of incident edges of an induced color c.
Note that such an induced color of an edge is a multiset since distinct vertices
of the same edge may have the same color. It is not hard to see that, when
interpreting a graph as a hypergraph, the two definitions are equivalent: an
inductive argument yields that excluding the color of v ∈ V (G) itself from the
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color {{HCGi (u) | u ∈ fG(e) }} induced on the edge e ∈ E with v ∈ fG(e) does
not make a difference. Then, the only difference is that each color of a neighbor
is placed into its own multiset in the more general definition.
v1 v2 v3
e1 e2
v HC0(v) HC1(v)
v1 1 {{ {{ 1, 1 }}, {{ 1, 1, 1 }} }
v2 1 {{ {{ 1, 1 }}, {{ 1, 1, 1 }} }
v3 1 {{ {{ 1, 1, 1 }} }}
Figure 1: Color refinement on a hypergraph
Figure 1 shows an example of color refinement on a hypergraph, which is
represented by its incidence graph, where the vertices and edges are depicted as
circles and squares, respectively; this distinction is not made in the incidence
graph itself. To justify our notion of color refinement, we observe its relation
to color refinement on the incidence graph of a hypergraph, which also colors
its edges: In a first step, every edge gets assigned the colors of its incident
vertices. In a second step, every vertex gets assigned the colors of its incident
edges. Hence, a single step of color refinement on a hypergraph corresponds to
two steps of color refinement on its incidence graph.
However, to formally obtain an equivalence between the two notions, we
have to deal with the fact that the additional colors of the edges present in color
refinement on an incidence graph may obscure unbalanced vertex partitions,
which may happen since an incidence graph does not indicate whether one of
its vertices is actually a vertex or an edge of the hypergraph, i.e., vertices of
the one hypergraph may be confused with edges of the other. To avoid this,
we differentiate these right from the beginning by defining the colored incidence
graph Ic(G) of a hypergraph G, which is the vertex-colored graph obtained by
taking the incidence graph I(G) and coloring the elements of V (G) and E(G)
with two different colors, say 1 for V (G) and 2 for E(G). In general, for color
refinement on a vertex-colored graph, one has to include a vertex’s old color
in the new one in every refinement round to guarantee that we indeed obtain
a refinement. However, a simple inductive argument yields that this is not
necessary for colored incidence graphs.
Lemma 2. For all hypergraphs G and H, the following are equivalent:
(1) Color refinement does not distinguish G and H.
(2) Color refinement does not distinguish Ic(G) and Ic(H).
Proof. First, we prove that we have HCGi = C
Ic(G)
2i |V (G) for every hypergraph
G and every i ≥ 0, which we prove by induction on i. The induction basis i = 0
is trivial by our choice of colors of Ic(G). For the inductive step i > 0, we have
C
Ic(G)
2i (v) = {{C
Ic(G)
2i−1 (u) | u ∈ NIc(G)(v) }}
= {{C
Ic(G)
2i−1 (e) | e ∈ E(G) with v ∈ fG(e) }}
= {{ {{C
Ic(G)
2(i−1)(u) | u ∈ NIc(G)(e) }} | e ∈ E(G) with v ∈ fG(e) }}
= {{ {{C
Ic(G)
2(i−1)(u) | u ∈ fG(e) }} | e ∈ E(G) with v ∈ fG(e) }}
= HCGi (v)
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for every v ∈ V (G), where we obtain the last equality by applying the induction
hypothesis.
To prove the equivalence of (1) and (2), let G and H be hypergraphs. The
backward direction “(2)⇒ (1)” follows directly: if we have that
{{C
Ic(G)
2i (v) | v ∈ V (Ic(G)) }} = {{C
Ic(H)
2i (v) | v ∈ V (Ic(H)) }}
holds for every i ≥ 0, then the restrictions of these colorings to V (G) and V (H)
are also balanced due to the initial colorings chosen for the colored incidence
graphs, and by the identity proven above, these restrictions are just the colorings
computed by color refinement on the hypergraphs G and H . This is actually
the only point of the proof where the coloring of a colored incidence graph is
needed.
Proving the forward direction “(1)⇒ (2)” is more involved since we have to
make sure that the colors of the edges in the incidence graphs do not contain
any additional information. Intuitively, this holds since every edge is connected
to a vertex, which receives its information in the next refinement round. For
a formal proof, assume that the two colorings HCGi and HC
H
i are balanced for
every i ≥ 0, and to prove the claim, choose i ≥ 0 large enough such that the
colorings C
Ic(G)
2i and C
Ic(H)
2i are stable. By the assumption and the identity
proven above, these colorings are balanced on V (G) and V (H), i.e., we have
{{C
Ic(G)
2i (v) | v ∈ V (G) }} = {{C
Ic(H)
2i (v) | v ∈ V (H) }},
and it suffices to prove that they are also balanced on E(G) and E(H). Then,
we have that the whole colorings are balanced, and since they are stable, the
colorings in all further refinement rounds are also balanced.
Let c ∈ C := im(C
Ic(G)
2i )∪ im(C
Ic(H)
2i ) be a color used by one of the colorings.
Since the colorings are stable and the first round of color refinement determines
the degrees of the vertices, every e ∈ E(G)∪E(H) of color c has the same sizem.
Using {{C
Ic(G)
2i (v) | v ∈ V (G) }} = {{C
Ic(H)
2i (v) | v ∈ V (H) }} and the stability of
the colorings yields
|{ e ∈ E(G) | C
Ic(G)
2i (e) = c }| =
1
m
·
∑
v∈V (G)
|NIc(G)(v) ∩ C
Ic(G)
2i
−1
(c)|
=
1
m
·
∑
d∈C
∑
v∈V (G),
C
Ic(G)
2i (v)=d
|NIc(G)(v) ∩ C
Ic(G)
2i
−1
(c)|
=
1
m
·
∑
d∈C
∑
v∈V (H),
C
Ic(H)
2i (v)=d
|NIc(H)(v) ∩ C
Ic(H)
2i
−1
(c)|
= |{ e ∈ E(H) | C
Ic(H)
2i (e) = c }|
since every edge of a hypergraph is non-empty. This means that the colorings
are balanced on E(G) and E(H) and finishes the proof.
2.2 Incidence Homomorphisms
Recall that a hypergraph is connected and Berge-acyclic if and only if its in-
cidence graph is a tree. With the Colored Tree Theorem, Lemma 2 already
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yields that two hypergraphs G and H are not distinguished by color refinement
if and only if HOMCT (Ic(G)) = HOMCT (Ic(H)), i.e., we already have a charac-
terization of color refinement by counting homomorphisms from vertex-colored
trees to the hypergraphs’ incidence graphs. This motivates a “reduction” to
prove Theorem 1, i.e., instead of adapting the proof of the Tree Theorem by
defining an unfolding of a hypergraph into a Berge-acyclic one, we relate homo-
morphisms between colored incidence graphs back to homomorphisms between
hypergraphs.
To this end, we first re-formulate HOMCT (Ic(G)) = HOMCT (Ic(H)) in hy-
pergraph terms. Observe that, at this point, it is convenient that we consider
hypergraphs with parallel edges because, when interpreting a colored tree as an
incidence graph of a hypergraph, it may very well have parallel edges, or more
precisely, parallel loops. Thus, when taking the step from vertex-colored trees to
hypergraphs, the only noteworthy special case is the colored tree corresponding
to an empty edge, which does not have a corresponding hypergraph as empty
edges are disallowed by definition.
However, just interpreting vertex-colored trees as hypergraphs does not suf-
fice as, for hypergraphs G and H , the homomorphisms between the colored
incidence graphs Ic(G) and Ic(H) do not necessarily correspond to homomor-
phisms between G and H . While every homomorphism (hV , hE) from G to
H gives us a corresponding homomorphism hV ∪ hE from Ic(G) to Ic(H), the
converse does not hold: a homomorphism from Ic(G) to Ic(H) does not have to
map the vertices of an edge of G to a full edge of H but only to a subset of such
an edge, cf. Figure 2. To capture this behavior in terms of hypergraphs, for
hypergraphs G and H , we call a pair (hV , hE) of mappings hV : V (G) → V (H)
and hE : E(G) → E(H) satisfying hV (fG(e)) ⊆ fH(hE(e)) for every e ∈ E(G)
an incidence homomorphism from G to H . That is, the equality in the defini-
tion of a homomorphism is relaxed to an inclusion, which also means that every
homomorphism is an incidence homomorphism.
Observe that we have a one-to-one correspondence between the incidence
homomorphisms from G to H and the homomorphisms from Ic(G) to Ic(H).
In particular, if we let InHom(G,H) denote the number of incidence homomor-
phisms from G to H , we have InHom(G,H) = Hom(Ic(G), Ic(H)). This lets us
express the requirement HOMCT (Ic(G)) = HOMCT (Ic(H)) in terms of connected
Berge-acyclic hypergraphs, where a simple interpolation argument takes care of
the colored tree corresponding to an empty edge.
Lemma 3. For all hypergraphs G and H, the following are equivalent:
(1) InHOMBA(G) = InHOMBA(H).
(2) Color refinement does not distinguish G and H.
Proof. By Lemma 2 and the Colored Tree Theorem, it suffices to prove the
equivalence of (1) and HOMCT (Ic(G)) = HOMCT (Ic(H)) for all hypergraphs G
and H , where the backward direction directly follows because, for a connected
Berge-acyclic hypergraph B, the incidence graph Ic(B) is a tree, which yields
InHom(B,G) = Hom(Ic(B), Ic(G)) = Hom(Ic(B), Ic(H)) = InHom(B,H).
For the forward direction, we let G be a hypergraph and prove that the
entries of HOMCT (Ic(G)) are determined by those of InHOMBA(G). This di-
rection is not as straightforward as the backward direction because not every
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vertex-colored tree occurs as the colored incidence graph of a hypergraph. If a
vertex-colored tree T is isomorphic to the colored incidence graph of a connected
Berge-acyclic hypergraph B, then we have Hom(T, Ic(G)) = InHom(B,G) and
are done. Otherwise, we distinguish two cases: If T uses a color distinct from
the ones used in the definition of the colored incidence graph or if there is an
edge between vertices of the same color, then there is no homomorphism from
T to Ic(G), and we trivially have Hom(T, Ic(G)) = 0. For the second case, we
have to assume that T is an isolated vertex of the color used for hyperedges. In
this case, we have Hom(T, Ic(G)) = |E(G)| and use an interpolation argument
to show that the number of edges |E(G)| of G can be obtained from the entries
of InHOMBA(G).
Let n := |V (G)| = InHom(K1, G) be the number of vertices of G and, for
every i ∈ [n], let |E(G)|i := |{ e ∈ E(G) | |fG(e)| = i }| denote the number of
edges ofG of size i. Then, we have |E(G)| =
∑n
i=1|E(G)|i, and it suffices to show
that these values can be obtained from InHOMBA(G). For k ≥ 1, we define Bk
by setting V (Bk) := { v1, . . . , vk }, E(Bk) := { e }, and fBk(e) := { v1, . . . , vk },
where v1, . . . , vk are fresh vertices and e is a fresh edge, i.e., Bk is a connected
Berge-acyclic hypergraph with a single edge that connects k vertices.
Observe that we have InHom(Bk, G) =
∑n
i=1 i
k · |E(G)|i for every k ≥ 1,
which yields the system

11 21 . . . n1
12 22 . . . n2
...
...
. . .
...
1n 2n . . . nn

 ·


|E(G)|1
|E(G)|2
...
|E(G)|n

 =


InHom(B1, G)
InHom(B2, G)
...
InHom(Bn, G)


of linear equations, where the matrix is invertible: the Vandermonde matrix
V (0, . . . , n) is invertible since the values 0, . . . , n are pairwise distinct, and if
we delete the first row and column of V (0, . . . , n), which does not affect its
determinant by the Laplace expansion, we obtain the transpose of the matrix
above. Hence, we get that the values |E(G)|1, . . . , |E(G)|n can be obtained from
InHOMBA(G).
2.3 Homomorphisms from Berge-Acyclic Hypergraphs
With Lemma 3, it remains to show that counting incidence homomorphisms
from BA is equivalent to counting homomorphisms from BA. To this end, we
call an incidence homomorphism (hV , hE) from a hypergraph G to a hypergraph
H locally injective, locally surjective, and locally bijective if, for every e ∈ E(G),
the restriction hV |fG(e) : fG(e) → fH(hE(e)) of hV to the vertices of e is injec-
tive, surjective, and bijective, respectively. For a connected hypergraph G and
a hypergraph H , we denote the number of locally injective incidence homomor-
phisms by LoInjInHom(G,H) and, since an incidence homomorphism is locally
surjective if and only if it is a homomorphism, the number of locally bijective
incidence homomorphisms by LoInjHom(G,H).
The main work is spread across three lemmas: Together, Lemma 4 and
Lemma 6 “balance” incidence homomorphisms to locally bijective incidence ho-
momorphisms by first relating incidence homomorphisms to locally injective in-
cidence homomorphisms and then, from there on, to locally bijective incidence
homomorphisms. Analogously to Lemma 4, Lemma 5 relates homomorphisms
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u1 u2 u3
d1 d2
{ u1, u2, u3 }
d1 d2
v1 v2 v3
e1 e2
Figure 2: Decomposition of an incidence homomorphism into a locally merging
homomorphism and a locally injective incidence homomorphism
to locally injective homomorphisms or, in other words, locally bijective incidence
homomorphisms.
While our goal is to relate incidence homomorphisms to locally surjective
incidence homomorphisms, we are forced to take the detour that is local injec-
tivity due to the way we prove Lemma 6: We fill up edges that are mapped
non-surjectively by adding leaves, i.e., vertices that are part of exactly one edge.
Without this injectivity, which we achieve by merging vertices within an edge
that are mapped to the same vertex, these added leaves may be mapped to the
same vertex again causing us to overcount endlessly. With local injectivity, also
achieving local surjectivity is possible as a locally bijective incidence homomor-
phism has to map an edge to an edge of exactly the same size. Thus, if we use
leaves to fill up an edge to the size of the target edges, we do not overcount
as we do not count incidence homomorphisms where adding fewer leaves would
have sufficed. Note that, in our setting, it is crucial that we only consider such a
local form of injectivity; we have to make sure the Berge-acyclicity is preserved
when merging vertices.
To relate incidence homomorphisms to locally injective incidence homomor-
phisms, we define locally merging homomorphisms, which only allow vertices to
be mapped to the same vertex if they are part of the same edge. To this end,
we first define the relation ≡hV⊆ V (G)×V (G) for an incidence homomorphism
(hV , hE) between two hypergraphs G and H by letting u ≡hV v if there is a
walk v0, e1, . . . , vk from u to v in G with hV (vi−1) = hV (vi) for every i ∈ [k].
Clearly, ≡hV is an equivalence relation, and for all u, v ∈ V (G), we have that
u ≡hV v implies hV (u) = hV (v). We call a homomorphism (hV , hE) between
hypergraphs G and H locally merging if
(1) hV (u) = hV (v) if and only if u ≡hV v for all u, v ∈ V (G),
(2) hV is surjective, and
(3) hE is bijective,
and, for connected hypergraphsG andH , we let LoMeHom(G,H) be the number
of such homomorphisms from G to H .
By decomposing incidence homomorphisms into locally merging homomor-
phisms and locally injective incidence homomorphisms as in Figure 2, we obtain
Lemma 4. The crucial argument is the fact that the intermediate hypergraph
is uniquely determined by (hV , hE), i.e., every decomposition of (hV , hE) has
to use the same intermediate hypergraph. Note that, by merging vertices to
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obtain the intermediate hypergraph, parallel loops may be created even when
decomposing an incidence homomorphism between simple hypergraphs. More-
over, these parallel loops may have to be mapped to different edges, making it
impossible to merge them into a single loop. Since, for such a decomposition,
automorphisms of the intermediate hypergraph can be used to obtain a different
decomposition, we have to divide by the number of automorphisms. Note that
the identity of Lemma 4 is stated for arbitrary connected hypergraphs; once it
is needed, we restrict it to Berge-acyclic ones.
Lemma 4. We have InHom = LoMeHom · Aut−1 · LoInjInHom. The matrix
LoMeHom is invertible and lower triangular.
For the special case of homomorphisms, i.e., locally surjective incidence ho-
momorphisms, the proof of Lemma 4 also directly yields Lemma 5.
Lemma 5. We have Hom = LoMeHom · Aut−1 · LoInjHom.
{ · }
d1 d2
vd11 { · } v
d2
1v
d1
2
d1 d2
v1 v2 v3
e1 e2
Figure 3: Decomposition of a locally injective incidence homomorphism into a
leaf-adding incidence homomorphism and a locally injective homomorphism
To prove Lemma 6, we define leaf-adding incidence homomorphisms, which
are embeddings of a hypergraph into another one that has no additional vertices
or edges with the exception of leaves. For this, we need the notion of a strong
incidence homomorphism between hypergraphs G and H , which is an incidence
homomorphism (hV , hE) from G to H that additionally satisfies the inclusion
h−1V (fH(hE(e))∩ im(hV )) ⊆ fG(e) for every e ∈ E(G); it is actually not hard to
see that this is equivalent to requiring that the corresponding homomorphism
between the colored incidence graphs Ic(G) and Ic(H) is a strong homomor-
phism. We call an incidence homomorphism (hV , hE) between hypergraphs G
and H leaf-adding if
(1) (hV , hE) is a strong incidence homomorphism,
(2) hV is injective,
(3) hE is bijective, and
(4) the vertices V (H) \ im(hV ) are leaves of H ,
and, for connected hypergraphs G and H , we let LeafAddInHom(G,H) be the
number of leaf-adding incidence homomorphisms from G to H . Similarly to the
proof of Lemma 4, the proof of Lemma 6 decomposes locally injective incidence
homomorphisms into leaf-adding incidence homomorphisms and locally injective
homomorphisms as in Figure 3. Again, this identity is proven for arbitrary
connected hypergraphs, and we restrict it to Berge-acyclic ones once it is needed.
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Lemma 6. We have LoInjInHom = LeafAddInHom · Aut−1 · LoInjHom. The
matrix LeafAddInHom is invertible and upper triangular.
We have all we need to prove that counting incidence homomorphisms from
BA is equivalent to counting homomorphisms from BA. Combining Lemma 4
and Lemma 6 yields InHom = LoMeHom·Aut−1 ·LeafAddInHom·Aut−1 ·LoInjHom,
and Lemma 5 states that we have Hom = LoMeHom · Aut−1 · LoInjHom. Even
with the invertibility of LoMeHom and LeafAddInHom, the proof of Lemma 7 is
not trivial as the inverse of the upper triangular matrix LeafAddInHom is still an
upper triangular matrix, and hence, left multiplication with it may be undefined.
This, however, can be avoided by considering finite submatrices as in [3]. This
proof finishes our “reduction” and, hence, the proof of Theorem 1 as it follows
immediately from Lemma 3 and Lemma 7.
Lemma 7. For all hypergraphs G and H, the following are equivalent:
(1) InHOMBA(G) = InHOMBA(H).
(2) HOMBA(G) = HOMBA(H).
Proof. We prove that LoInjInHOMBA(G) = LoInjInHOMBA(H) holds if and only
if LoInjHOMBA(G) = LoInjHOMBA(H); the remaining two equivalences between
counting (incidence) homomorphisms and counting locally injective (incidence)
homomorphisms are easier to prove and follow in a similar fashion from Lemma 4
and Lemma 5, respectively.
We show that, for every hypergraph G, the entries of LoInjInHOMBA(G)
are determined by the entries of LoInjHOMBA(G) and vice versa. For a con-
nected Berge-acyclic hypergraph B and a connected hypergraph G, having
LeafAddInHom(B,G) > 0 implies that G is also Berge-acyclic since G results
from B by adding leaves Hence, we are able to restrict the class of all con-
nected hypergraphs in the identity of Lemma 6 to the class BA, which gives us
LoInjInHOMBA(G) = LeafAddInHom|BA×BA · Aut|
−1
BA×BA · LoInjHOMBA(G); this
already yields the backward direction.
LoMeHom|BA×BA is still an invertible upper triangular matrix, and so is
its inverse LoMeHom|−1BA×BA, which means that left multiplication with it may
not be defined. However, we are able to circumvent this by considering finite
submatrices. To this end, form ≥ 0, let BAmn ⊆ BA be the class of all connected
Berge-acyclic hypergraphs with exactly m edges and at most n := |V (G)| =
LoInjInHom(K1, G) vertices in each edge, which clearly is finite. For every B ∈
BAmn , the sum
∑
B′∈BA LeafAddInHom(B,B
′) ·Aut−1(B′) · LoInjHom(B′, G) can
be restricted to hypergraphs B′ ∈ BAmn since LeafAddInHom(B,B
′) > 0 implies
that B′ has exactly as many edges as B, i.e., m edges, and LoInjHom(B′, G) > 0
implies that every edge of B′ contains at most n vertices. We obtain that
LoInjInHOMBAmn (G) is equal to
LeafAddInHom|BAmn ×BAmn · Aut
−1|BAmn ×BAmn · LoInjHOMBAmn (G).
As these matrices and vectors are finite and both LeafAddInHom|BAmn ×BAmn
and Aut|−1BAmn ×BAmn are still an invertible upper triangular matrix and an invert-
ible diagonal matrix, respectively, we also get the forward direction: If a con-
nected Berge-acyclic hypergraph B has more than n vertices in an edge, we triv-
ially have LoInjHom(B,G) = 0. Otherwise, we obtain the entry LoInjHom(B,G)
by considering the class BAmn for the number of edges m of B.
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2.4 Simple Hypergraphs
For a restriction of Theorem 1 to simple hypergraphs, consider a homomorphism
(hV , hE) from a hypergraph G to a simple hypergraph H . If e, e
′ ∈ E(G) are
parallel edges of G, i.e., fG(e) = fG(e
′), then we have fH(hE(e)) = hV (fG(e)) =
hV (fG(e
′)) = fH(hE(e
′)), which implies hE(e) = hE(e
′) since H does not have
parallel edges. That is, parallel edges of G have to be mapped to the same
edge of H since a homomorphism’s mapping on edges is determined by its
mapping on vertices up to parallel edges. Hence, if we consider the simple
hypergraph G′ obtained by merging parallel edges of G, then there is a one-to-
one correspondence between the homomorphisms fromG toH and these fromG′
to H , and in particular, we have Hom(G,H) = Hom(G′, H). Thus, for a simple
hypergraph, it suffices to count homomorphisms from simple hypergraphs, and
we obtain Corollary 8, where SBA denotes the class of all connected Berge-acyclic
simple hypergraphs.
Corollary 8. For all simple hypergraphs G and H, the following are equivalent:
(1) HOMSBA(G) = HOMSBA(H).
(2) Color refinement does not distinguish G and H.
For incidence homomorphisms, however, the situation is not as clear as these
may map parallel edges to non-parallel ones. However, with an interpolation
argument, it is possible to prove that such a restriction can be made.
Lemma 9. For all simple hypergraphs G and H, the following are equivalent:
(1) InHOMSBA(G) = InHOMSBA(H).
(2) Color refinement does not distinguish G and H.
3 Directed Graphs
To prove that counting homomorphisms from DAGs suffices to characterize arbi-
trary directed graphs up to isomorphism, one could proceed in a similar fashion
to [3], i.e., by defining an unfolding of a directed graph into a DAG and then prov-
ing the equivalence of counting homomorphisms and unfolding numbers. This
way, one obtains a characterization that is more intuitive than that of homomor-
phism counts, and one could show that an isomorphism between the directed
graphs can be extracted from an isomorphism between appropriate unfoldings.
However, as the class of DAGs can also be defined in terms of homomorphism
numbers, a proof using the algebraic properties of homomorphism counts turns
out to be much simpler.
Lovász’s second homomorphism-related work [6] concerns the cancellation
law among finite relational structures. For the case of graphs, this asks whether
a graph K cancels out from the tensor products G⊗K ∼= H ⊗K, i.e., whether
it satisfies the implication G ⊗ K ∼= H ⊗ K =⇒ G ∼= H for all graphs G
and H . Lovász gives the answer that this implication holds if and only if K is
not bipartite. Moreover, from his work on the general case of finite relational
structures, it follows that the transitive tournament
−→
Kn on n vertices satisfies
the cancellation law for directed graphs as long as n ≥ 3.
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To see how the cancellation law is related to homomorphism counts, observe
that the class of DAGs can be defined as the class of all directed graphs that
have a homomorphism into a transitive tournament. Formally, if we letA denote
the class of DAGs and define An := {G | Hom(G,
−→
Kn) > 0 } for every n ∈ N,
then we have A = ∪n∈NAn. Then, using the facts that two directed graphs G
and H are isomorphic if and only if we have Hom(F,G) = Hom(F,H) for every
directed graph F [5] and that Hom(F,G ⊗H) = Hom(F,G) · Hom(F,H) holds
for all directed graphs F , G, and H [6], we get that
G⊗
−→
Kn ∼= H ⊗
−→
Kn
⇐⇒ ∀F. Hom(F,G ⊗
−→
Kn) = Hom(F,H ⊗
−→
Kn)
⇐⇒ ∀F. Hom(F,G) · Hom(F,
−→
Kn) = Hom(F,H) · Hom(F,
−→
Kn)
⇐⇒ HOMAn(G) = HOMAn(H)
holds for all directed graphs G and H and every n ∈ N. That is, tensor products
with
−→
Kn are directly related to counting homomorphisms from An.
With the work of Lovász [6], this yields that two directed graphs G and
H are isomorphic if and only if, for every DAG D, we have Hom(D,G) =
Hom(D,H). More precisely, we obtain the even stronger statement that it
suffices to count homomorphisms from the DAGs in A3, i.e., from DAGs where
the longest directed walk has length two. For the case of undirected graphs, an
analogous argument with the complete graph on three vertices K3, which is not
bipartite, yields that arbitrary graphs can be characterized up to isomorphism
by counting homomorphisms from all three-colorable graphs.
4 Conclusion
We have proven a generalization of the Tree Theorem for hypergraphs. To this
end, we have introduced a generalization of the color refinement algorithm for
hypergraphs, which has lead to the notion of an incidence homomorphism. By
showing how incidence homomorphisms are related to homomorphisms, we have
“reduced” the case of hypergraphs to the case of vertex-colored graphs. For the
case of directed graphs, we have revisited a result of Lovász, which shows that
the class of DAGs is already too expressive to obtain an analogue of the Tree
Theorem.
The central open question posed by our generalization of the Tree Theorem
is whether it can further be generalized; the Tree Theorem can be generalized to
the k-dimensional Weisfeiler-Leman algorithm and graphs of treewidth at most
k [3]. An obvious attempt would be to consider the k-dimensional Weisfeiler-
Leman algorithm on the colored incidence graphs of hypergraphs, in which case,
however, our reduction does not generalize as we cannot restrict the identities of
Lemma 4 and Lemma 5 to hypergraphs whose incidence graphs have treewidth
at most k; merging vertices of a graph may increase its treewidth even when
the merged vertices are part of the same neighborhood. A way of interpreting
this is that the treewidth of the incidence graph of a hypergraph G is not a
meaningful notion for G since it mixes up the vertices and edges of G.
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A Missing Proofs
Lemma 4. Let G be a connected hypergraph and H be a hypergraph. We have
to prove that
InHom(G,H) =
∑
G′
LoMeHom(G,G′) · Aut−1(G′) · LoInjInHom(G′, H) (∗)
holds, where the sum ranges over all connected hypergraphs G′. Note that
a hypergraph G′ with LoMeHom(G,G′) > 0 has at most |V (G)| vertices and
exactly |E(G)| edges. There are only finitely many such hypergraphs G′, which
means that the sum is finite and, thus, well-defined. Now, we consider pairs
((gV , gE), (hV , hE)) where
• (gV , gE) is a locally merging hom. from G to a connected hypergraph G
′,
and
• (hV , hE) is a locally injective incidence homomorphism from G
′ to H .
For such a pair, we call G′ its type and say that it defines the incidence homo-
morphism (hV ◦gV , hE ◦gE) from G to H . Observe that (hV ◦gV , hE ◦gE) really
is an incidence homomorphism as the composition of a homomorphism and an
incidence homomorphism. To prove (∗), we devise a mapping of incidence homo-
morphisms (hV , hE) from G to H to families (((g
π
V , g
π
E), (h
π
V , h
π
E)))π∈Aut(G′) of
pairwise distinct pairs of type G′ that all define (hV , hE). We prove that every
pair defining (hV , hE) is already part of this family. By doing so, we partition
the pairs of type G′ into families of size Aut(G′), and from those, we have a
one-to-one correspondence to incidence homomorphisms from G to H , which
proves (∗).
To define the mapping (hV , hE) 7→ (((g
π
V , g
π
E), (h
π
V , h
π
E)))π∈Aut(G′), we first
construct a connected hypergraph Gm and define G′ to be its isomorphism type.
Intuitively, we obtain Gm by merging vertices that are part of the same edge and
mapped to the same vertex by (hV , hE). To this end, we define G
m := G/≡hV
to be the quotient hypergraph of G w.r.t. the equivalence relation ≡hV, i.e., we
have
V (Gm) = V (G)/≡hV, E(G
m) = E(G), and fGm(e) = { [v] | v ∈ fG(e) }
for every e ∈ E(Gm), where [v] denotes the equivalence class of v w.r.t. ≡hV for
every v ∈ V (G). We let G′ be the isomorphism type of Gm and fix an arbitrary
isomorphism (σmV , σ
m
E ) from G
m to G′.
We define
gmV (v) := [v] and g
m
E (e) := e
for every v ∈ V (G) and every e ∈ E(G), respectively, and claim that (gmV , g
m
E )
is a locally merging homomorphism from G to G′: It is a homomorphism since
we have
gmV (fG(e)) = { [v] | v ∈ fG(e) } = fGm(e) = fGm(g
m
E (e))
for every e ∈ E(G). Obviously, gmV and g
m
E are surjective and bijective, re-
spectively. Moreover, the relations ≡gm
V
and ≡hV are the same, i.e., we have
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u ≡gm
V
v ⇐⇒ gmV (u) = g
m
V (v) for all u, v ∈ V (G): If we have u ≡gmV v, then we
directly get gmV (u) = g
m
V (v) by the definition of ≡gmV . For the other direction,
we assume that we have gmV (u) = g
m
V (v), i.e., u ≡hV v. By definition of ≡hV,
there is a walk v0, e1, . . . , vk from u to v in G with hV (vi−1) = hV (vi) for every
i ∈ [k]. For every i ∈ [k], this also means that vi−1 ≡hV vi, which implies
gmV (vi−1) = g
m
V (vi). Thus, this walk gives us that u ≡gmV v.
When setting
hmV ([v]) := hV (v) and h
m
E (e) := hE(e)
for every v ∈ V (G) and every e ∈ E(Gm), respectively, hmV is clearly well-defined,
and (hmV , h
m
E ) is a locally injective incidence homomorphism from G
m to H : We
have
hmV (fGm(e)) = h
m
V ({ [v] | v ∈ fG(e) }) = hV (fG(e)) ⊆ fH(hE(e)) = fH(h
m
E (e))
for every e ∈ E(Gm), which means that it is an incidence homomorphism. Note
that, if (hV , hE) is a homomorphism, then we even have equality, which means
that (hmV , h
m
E ) is a homomorphism in this case; this is of interest when proving
the analogous result for the special case of homomorphisms. To continue, we
observe that (hV , hE) is locally injective: Let e ∈ E(G
m) and u, v ∈ V (G) with
[u], [v] ∈ fGm(e). Then, there are u
′ ∈ [u] and v′ ∈ [v] with u′, v′ ∈ fG(e). If
hmV ([u]) = h
m
V ([v]), then we have hV (u) = hV (v), from which we get hV (u
′) =
hV (u) = hV (v) = hV (v
′). Since u′, v′ ∈ fG(e), the definition of ≡hV yields
u′ ≡hV v
′, which gives us u ≡hV v, i.e., [u] = [v], since ≡hV is an equivalence
relation.
The locally merging homomorphism (gmV , g
m
E ) and the locally injective inci-
dence homomorphism (hmV , h
m
E ) define (hV , hE), i.e., we have
hmV (g
m
V (v)) = h
m
V ([v]) = hV (v) and h
m
E (g
m
E (e)) = h
m
E (e) = hE(e)
for every v ∈ V (G) and every e ∈ E(G), respectively. We finally define
gπV := piV ◦ σ
m
V ◦ g
m
V , g
π
E := piE ◦ σ
m
E ◦ g
m
E ,
hπV := h
m
V ◦ σ
m
V
−1 ◦ pi−1V , and h
π
E := h
m
E ◦ σ
m
E
−1 ◦ pi−1E
for an automorphism (piV , piE) ∈ Aut(G
′) and observe that ((gπV , g
π
E), (h
π
V , h
π
E))
also defines (hV , hE).
To prove that two different automorphisms (piV , piE), (pi
′
V , pi
′
E) ∈ Aut(G
′)
result in different pairs, we distinguish two cases: If we have piV 6= pi
′
V , then we
also have gπV 6= g
π′
V because g
m
V is surjective. Otherwise, if piE 6= pi
′
E , then we get
gπE 6= g
π′
E because g
m
E is bijective. In either case, we have (g
π
V , g
π
E) 6= (g
π′
V , g
π′
E )
and, in particular, we get different pairs for pi and pi′.
Let ((g′V , g
′
E), (h
′
V , h
′
E)) be a pair of type G
′′ defining (hV , hE), i.e., we have
h′V ◦g
′
V = hV and h
′
E ◦g
′
E = hE . By constructing an isomorphism (σV , σE) from
Gm to G′′, we prove that G′ = G′′. From this isomorphism, we also obtain an au-
tomorphism pi ∈ Aut(G′) such that ((gπV , g
π
E), (h
π
V , h
π
E)) = ((g
′
V , g
′
E), (h
′
V , h
′
E)).
We define
σV ([v]) := g
′
V (v) and σE(e) := g
′
E(e)
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for every v ∈ V (G) and every e ∈ E(Gm), respectively. Trivially, σE is bijective,
and to prove that σV is well-defined and bijective, it suffices that we observe
that the relations ≡hV and ≡g′V are the same as this yields
u ≡hV v ⇐⇒ u ≡g′V v ⇐⇒ g
′
V (u) = g
′
V (v)
for all u, v ∈ V (G) since (g′V , g
′
E) is a locally merging homomorphism. In-
tuitively, the relations are the same because, if two vertices within an edge
e ∈ E(G) collapse, then this already has to happen in (g′V , g
′
E) since (h
′
V , h
′
E)
is locally injective. Formally, we have
hV (u) = hV (v) ⇐⇒ h
′
V (g
′
V (u)) = h
′
V (g
′
V (v)) ⇐⇒ g
′
V (u) = g
′
V (v)
for all u, v ∈ fG(e) and every e ∈ E(G) since (h
′
V , h
′
E) is locally injective. Then,
by definition of the relations, we also get that ≡hV and ≡g′V are the same. To
see that (σV , σE) really is an isomorphism, we observe that we have
σV (fGm(e)) = σV ({ [v] | v ∈ fG(e) }) = g
′
V (fG(e)) = fG′′(g
′
E(e)) = fG′′(σE(e))
for every edge e ∈ E(Gm) since (g′V , g
′
E) is, in particular, a homomorphism,
which yields G′ = G′′.
We consider the automorphism (piV , piE) of G
′ obtained by setting
piV := σV ◦ σ
m
V
−1 and piE := σE ◦ σ
m
E
−1,
and we claim that ((gπV , g
π
E), (h
π
V , h
π
E)) = ((g
′
V , g
′
E), (h
′
V , h
′
E)). We have
gπV (v) = σV (σ
m
V
−1(σmV (g
m
V (v)))) = σV (g
m
V (v)) = σV ([v]) = g
′
V (v)
for every v ∈ V (G) and
gπE(e) = σE(σ
m
E
−1(σmE (g
m
E (e)))) = σE(g
m
E (e)) = σE(e) = g
′
E(e)
for every e ∈ E(G), which proves that (gπV , g
π
E) = (g
′
V , g
′
E). Moreover, we have
hπV (σV ([v])) = h
m
V (σ
m
V
−1(σmV (σ
−1
V (σV ([v])))))
= hmV ([v])
= hV (v)
= h′V (g
′
V (v))
= h′V (σV ([v]))
for every v ∈ V (G) and
hπE(σE(e)) = h
m
E (σ
m
E
−1(σmE (σ
−1
E (σE(e)))))
= hmE (e)
= hE(e)
= h′E(g
′
E(e))
= h′E(σE(e))
for every e ∈ V (Gm), which proves that (hπV , h
π
E) = (h
′
V , h
′
E) since both σV and
σE are surjective.
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To prove that LoMeHom is a lower triangular matrix, let G and H be dis-
tinct connected hypergraphs with |V (G)|+ |E(G)| ≤ |V (H)|+ |E(H)|. Assume
that LoMeHom(G,H) > 0, i.e., that there is a locally merging homomorphism
(hV , hE) from G to H . Since hV is surjective, we get that |V (G)| ≥ |V (H)|, and
since hE is bijective, this yields |V (G)| = |V (H)| with the assumption. Hence,
hV is bijective, which implies that (hV , hE) is an isomorphism and contradicts
the assumption that G and H are distinct. Moreover, the diagonal entries of
LoMeHom are non-zero since we have LoMeHom(G,G) = Aut(G) > 0 for every
connected hypergraph G, i.e., LoMeHom is invertible.
Lemma 5. This is a special case of the proof of Lemma 4: Instead of consid-
ering pairs ((gV , gE), (hV , hE)) where (gV , gE) is a locally merging homomor-
phism and (hV , hE) a locally injective incidence homomorphism, we addition-
ally require (hV , hE) to be a homomorphism. Then, such a pair defines a ho-
momorphism as the composition of two homomorphisms, and the restriction
of the mapping (hV , hE) 7→ (((g
π
V , g
π
E), (h
π
V , h
π
E)))π∈Aut(G′) to homomorphisms
(hV , hE) only yields such pairs. Restricting the mapping to a subset of in-
cidence homomorphisms does not change the facts that all pairs in the family
(((gπV , g
π
E), (h
π
V , h
π
E)))π∈Aut(G′) are distinct and that every pair defining (hV , hE)
is part of this family.
Lemma 6. Let G be a connected hypergraph, and let H be a hypergraph. We
have to prove that
LoInjInHom(G,H) =
∑
G′
LeafAddInHom(G,G′) · Aut−1(G′) · LoInjHom(G′, H)
(∗)
holds, where the sum ranges over all connected hypergraphs G′. Note that a
hypergraph G′ with LeafAddInHom(G,G′) > 0 has exactly as many edges as G.
Moreover, if we additionally have LoInjHom(G′, H) > 0, then G′ has at most
|V (H)| vertices per edge. Hence, we also get that the number of its vertices is
bounded by |E(G)| · |V (H)| as long as it is not an isolated vertex, which means
that there are only finitely many such graphs G′, and we get that the sum is
finite, and thus, well-defined. We consider pairs ((gV , gE), (hV , hE)) where
• (gV , gE) is a leaf-adding in. hom. from G to a connected hypergraph G
′,
and
• (hV , hE) is a locally injective homomorphism from G
′ to H .
For such a pair, we call G′ its type and say that it defines the locally injec-
tive incidence homomorphism (hV ◦ gV , hE ◦ gE) from G to H . Observe that
(hV ◦ gV , hE ◦ gE) really is an incidence homomorphism as the composition of
two incidence homomorphisms and that it is locally injective as gV is injec-
tive and (hV , hE) is locally injective. To prove (∗), we devise a mapping of
locally injective incidence homomorphisms (hV , hE) from G to H to families
(((gπV , g
π
E), (h
π
V , h
π
E)))π∈Aut(G′) of pairwise distinct pairs of type G
′ that all de-
fine (hV , hE). We prove that every pair defining (hV , hE) is already part of
this family. By doing so, we partition the pairs of type G′ into families of
size Aut(G′), and from those, we have a one-to-one correspondence to locally
injective incidence homomorphisms from G to H , which proves (∗).
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To define the mapping (hV , hE) 7→ (((g
π
V , g
π
E), (h
π
V , h
π
E)))π∈Aut(G′), we first
construct a connected hypergraph Ga and define G′ to be its isomorphism type.
Intuitively, we obtain Ga from G by filling up its edges with fresh leaves until
(hV , hE) becomes a homomorphism. Formally, for every e ∈ E(G), we let
ne := |fH(hE(e)) \ hV (fG(e))|
be the number of leaves we add to the edge e, and for every i ∈ [ne], we let v
e
i
be a fresh vertex. We define Ga by setting
V (Ga) := V (G) ∪ { vei | e ∈ E(G), i ∈ [ne] }, E(G
a) := E(G),
and
fGa(e) := fG(e) ∪ { v
e
i | i ∈ [ne] }
for every e ∈ E(Ga). We let G′ be the isomorphism type of Ga and fix an
arbitrary isomorphism (σaV , σ
a
E) from G
a to G′.
By setting
gaV (v) := v and g
a
E(e) := e
for every v ∈ V (G) and every e ∈ E(G), respectively, we get that (gaV , g
a
E) is a
leaf-adding incidence homomorphism from G to Ga: we have
gaV (fG(e)) = fG(e) ⊆ fGa(e) = fGa(g
a
E(e))
and
gaV
−1(fGa(g
a
E(e)) ∩ im(g
a
V )) = g
a
V
−1(fGa(e) ∩ im(g
a
V )) = g
a
V
−1(fG(e)) = fG(e)
for every e ∈ E(Ga), i.e., (gaV , g
a
E) is a strong incidence homomorphism, and the
other properties of a leaf-adding incidence homomorphism are trivially satisfied.
By setting
haV (v) := hV (v) and h
a
E(e) := hE(e)
for every v ∈ V (G) and every e ∈ E(Ga), respectively, and additionally letting
haV map the vertices in { v
e
i | i ∈ [ne] } bijectively to these in fH(hE(e)) \
hV (fG(e)) for every e ∈ E(G
a), we obtain a locally injective homomorphism
from Ga to H : We have
haV (fGa(e)) = h
a
V (fG(e) ∪ { v
e
i | i ∈ [ne] })
= hV (fG(e)) ∪ (fH(hE(e)) \ hV (fG(e)))
= fH(hE(e))
for every e ∈ E(Ga), i.e., (haV , h
a
E) is a homomorphism. Moreover, since (hV , hE)
is locally injective, the definition of (haV , h
a
E) immediately yields that it also is lo-
cally injective as the leaves added to an edge e are bijectively mapped to vertices
not hit before by the vertices of e. The leaf-adding incidence homomorphism
(gaV , g
a
E) and the locally injective homomorphism (h
a
V , h
a
E) define (hV , hE), i.e.,
we have
haV (g
a
V (v)) = h
a
V (v) = hV (v) and h
a
E(g
a
E(e)) = h
a
E(e) = hE(e)
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for every v ∈ V (G) and every e ∈ E(G), respectively. We finally define
gπV := piV ◦ σ
a
V ◦ g
a
V , g
π
E := piE ◦ σ
a
E ◦ g
a
E ,
hπV := h
a
V ◦ σ
a
V
−1 ◦ pi−1V , and h
π
E := h
a
E ◦ σ
a
E
−1 ◦ pi−1E
for an automorphism (piV , piE) ∈ Aut(G
′) and observe that ((gπV , g
π
E), (h
π
V , h
π
E))
also defines (hV , hE).
To prove that two different automorphisms (piV , piE), (pi
′
V , pi
′
E) ∈ Aut(G
′)
result in different pairs, we distinguish three cases: If piE 6= pi
′
E , then we have
gπE 6= g
π′
E since g
a
E and σ
a
E are surjective. Otherwise, in the remaining two cases,
we have piE = pi
′
E and piV 6= pi
′
V . For the second case, assume that there is a
vertex v ∈ σaV (g
a
V (V (G))) with piV (v) 6= pi
′
V (v). Then, we directly have g
π
V 6= g
π′
V .
For the third case, assume that piV and pi
′
V are the same on σ
a
V (g
a
V (V (G))). We
observe that pi−1V and pi
′−1
V are the same on all non-leaves of G
′: As (gaV , g
a
E) is
leaf-adding and (σaV , σ
a
E) an isomorphism, the assumption of the case implies
that piV and pi
′
V differ only on leaves and are the same on all non-leaves. Since
non-leaves are mapped to non-leaves by piV and pi
′
V , their inverses also are the
same on non-leaves. To continue, because piV 6= pi
′
V , there is vertex v ∈ V (G
′)
with pi−1V (v) 6= pi
′−1
V (v), which has to be a leaf and, hence, is connected to an
edge e ∈ E(G′). By piE = pi
′
E , we also have pi
−1
E = pi
′−1
E and get that both
pi−1V (v) and pi
′−1
V (v) are elements of the edge pi
−1
E (e) = pi
′−1
E (e), which implies
that
hπV (v) = h
a
V (σ
a
V
−1(pi−1V (v))) 6= h
a
V (σ
a
V
−1(pi′−1V (v))) = h
π′
V (v)
because haV is locally injective and (σ
a
V , σ
a
E) an isomorphism. Therefore, we
have hπV 6= h
π′
V .
Let ((g′V , g
′
E), (h
′
V , h
′
E)) be a pair of type G
′′ defining (hV , hE), i.e., we have
h′V ◦g
′
V = hV and h
′
E ◦g
′
E = hE . By constructing an isomorphism (σV , σE) from
Ga to G′′, we prove that G′ = G′′. From this isomorphism, we also obtain an au-
tomorphism pi ∈ Aut(G′) such that ((gπV , g
π
E), (h
π
V , h
π
E)) = ((g
′
V , g
′
E), (h
′
V , h
′
E)).
We let
σE(e) := g
′
E(g
a
E
−1(e)) = g′E(e)
for every e ∈ E(Ga), which is a bijection by the definition of a leaf-adding
incidence homomorphism. In contrast, defining σV is not straightforward due
to the vertices of G′′ not hit by g′V , i.e., the added leaves. For v ∈ V (G), we set
σV (v) := g
′
V (v)
and obtain a bijection from V (G) to g′V (V (G)), which we extend to V (G
a) in the
following. Let e ∈ E(G) and consider the corresponding edge g′E(e) in G
′′. Since
(h′V , h
′
E) is a locally injective homomorphism, h
′
V bijectively maps fG′′(g
′
E(e))
to fH(h
′
E(g
′
E(e))). Moreover, the subset g
′
V (fG(e)) is mapped bijectively to
h′V (g
′
V (fG(e))). Therefore, the restriction of h
′
V to fG′′(g
′
E(e)) \ g
′
V (fG(e)) is
a bijection to fH(h
′
E(g
′
E(e))) \ h
′
V (g
′
V (fG(e))), i.e., to fH(hE(e)) \ hV (fG(e)).
Recall that, by definition, haE maps { v
e
i | i ∈ [ne] } bijectively to fH(hE(e)) \
hV (fG(e)). Thus, by setting
σV (v
e
i ) := h
′
V |
−1
fG′′ (g
′
E
(e))\g′
V
(fG(e))
(haV (v
e
i ))
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for every i ∈ [ne], we bijectively map { v
e
i | i ∈ [ne] } to fG′′(g
′
E(e)) \ g
′
V (fG(e)).
To prove that σV is a bijection from V (G
a) to V (G′′), it suffices to observe
that ⋃˙
e∈E(G)
fG′′(g
′
E(e)) \ g
′
V (fG(e)) = V (G
′′) \ g′V (V (G)).
For an edge e ∈ E(G), Requirement (1) of the definition of a leaf-adding inci-
dence homomorphism implies fG′′(g
′
E(e))∩im(g
′
V ) ⊆ g
′
V (fG(e)) or, equivalently,
fG′′(g
′
E(e)) \ g
′
V (fG(e)) ⊆ V (G
′′) \ im(g′V ), which already yields the inclusion
“⊆”. Furthermore, Requirement (4) of the definition yields that the vertices
fG′′(g
′
E(e)) \ g
′
V (fG(e)) ⊆ V (G
′′) are leaves, which implies that the sets being
united are disjoint as g′E is injective. The inclusion “⊇” is also directly apparent
from the definition of a leaf-adding incidence homomorphism as every vertex
not hit by g′V is a leaf and, thus, element of an edge. Finally, we observe that σ
is an isomorphism and, thus, G′ = G′′ as, for every e ∈ E(Ga), we have
σV (fGa(e)) = σV (fG(e) ∪ { v
e
i | i ∈ [ne] })
= g′V (fG(e)) ∪ (fG′′(g
′
E(e)) \ g
′
V (fG(e)))
= fG′′(g
′
E(e))
= fG′′(σE(e)).
We consider the automorphism (piV , piE) of G
′ obtained by setting
piV := σV ◦ σ
a
V
−1 and piE := σE ◦ σ
a
E
−1,
and we claim that ((gπV , g
π
E), (h
π
V , h
π
E)) = ((g
′
V , g
′
E), (h
′
V , h
′
E)). We have
gπV (v) = σV (σ
a
V
−1(σaV (g
a
V (v)))) = σV (g
a
V (v)) = σV (v) = g
′
V (v)
for every v ∈ V (G), which proves that gπV = g
′
V , and
gπE(e) = σE(σ
a
E
−1(σaE(g
a
E(e)))) = σE(g
a
E(e)) = σE(e) = g
′
E(e)
for every e ∈ E(G), which proves that gπE = g
′
E . Furthermore, we have
hπV (σV (v)) = h
a
V (σ
a
V
−1(σaV (σ
−1
V (σV (v))))
= haV (v)
= hV (v)
= h′V (g
′
V (v))
= h′V (σV (v))
for every v ∈ V (Ga) and
hπV (σV (v
e
i )) = h
a
V (σ
a
V
−1(σaV (σ
−1
V (σV (v
e
i ))))
= haV (v
e
i )
= h′V (h
′
V |
−1
fG′′ (g
′
E
(e))\g′
V
(fG(e))
(haV (v
e
i )))
= h′V (σV (v
e
i ))
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for every e ∈ E(G) and i ∈ [ne], which proves that h
π
V = h
′
V . Finally, we have
hπE(σE(e)) = h
a
E(σ
a
E
−1(σaE(σ
−1
E (σE(e))))
= haE(e)
= hE(e)
= h′E(g
′
E(e))
= h′E(σE(e))
for every e ∈ E(Ga), which proves that hπE = h
′
E .
To prove that LeafAddInHom is an upper triangular matrix, let G and H
be distinct connected hypergraphs with |V (G)| + |E(G)| ≥ |V (H)| + |E(H)|.
Assume that LoMeHom(G,H) > 0, i.e., that there is a leaf-adding incidence
homomorphism (hV , hE) from G to H . We get that |V (G)| ≤ |V (H)| because
hV is injective, and since hE is bijective, this yields |V (G)| = |V (H)| with the
assumption. Hence, hV is bijective, which implies that (hV , hE) is a homo-
morphism and, furthermore, an isomorphism and contradicts the assumption
that G and H are distinct. Moreover, the diagonal entries of LeafAddInHom are
non-zero since we have LeafAddInHom(G,G) = Aut(G) > 0 for every connected
hypergraph G, i.e., LeafAddInHom is invertible.
Lemma 9. With Lemma 3, it suffices to prove that, for all simple hypergraphs
G and H , we have InHOMBA(G) = InHOMBA(H) if and only if InHOMSBA(G) =
InHOMSBA(H), where the forward direction is trivial.
To introduce some notation, let G be a hypergraph with n := |V (G)| vertices,
and let v ∈ V (G) be a vertex. The degree of v is given by
d(v) := |{ e ∈ E(G) | v ∈ fG(e) }|
and, for every i ∈ [n], the i-degree of v is given by
di(v) := |{{ e ∈ E(G) | v ∈ fG(e), |fG(e)| = i }}|.
We define the degree sequence d¯(v) := (d1(v), . . . , dn(v)) ∈ N
n of v and note
that we have
∑n
i=1 d¯(v)i = d(v). Observe that, if G is simple, then we have
d(v) ∈ { 0, . . . , 2n−1 } and di(v) ∈ { 0, . . . ,
(
n−1
i−1
)
} for every i ∈ [n]. In this case,
setting Dn :=
[(
n−1
0
)]
× · · · ×
[(
n−1
n−1
)]
yields a finite set of all degree sequences
a vertex may have. For our interpolation argument, however, letting Dn be the
larger set
[
2n−1
]n
would also suffice.
To prove the non-trivial direction, we show that, for every hypergraph G,
every entry of InHOMBA(G) is determined by the entries of InHOMSBA(G). To
this end, let B be a connected Berge-acyclic hypergraph, and let G be a hyper-
graph. We prove the statement by induction on the number of vertices of B
that have parallel loops, which are the only form of parallel edges in B since it
is Berge-acyclic. If B does not have any parallel loops, the claim trivially holds.
For the inductive step, we fix a vertex u ∈ V (B) with parallel loops, i.e., we
have |L(u)| ≥ 2 for the set L(u) := { e ∈ E(B) | fB(e) = { u } } of loops at u.
We define
V (B′) := V (B), E(B′) := (E(B) \ L(u)) ∪˙ { eℓ },
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where eℓ is a fresh edge, and
fB′(e) :=
{
fB(e) if e ∈ E(B) \ L(u),
{ u } if e = eℓ
for every e ∈ E(B′), i.e., we obtain B′ from B by merging the loops at u into
a single one. Let n := |V (G)| = InHom(K1, G) be the number of vertices of
G, and for every i ≥ 0, let InHom(B′, G, i) denote the number of incidence
homomorphisms from B′ to G that map u to a vertex of degree i. Note that,
since u has a loop in B′, we have InHom(B′, G, 0) = 0. Moreover, a vertex of
G has at most degree 2n−1, which means that InHom(B′, G, i) = 0 for every
i > 2n−1. Observe that we have
InHom(B,G) =
2n−1∑
i=1
InHom(B′, G, i) · i|L(u)|−1,
i.e., it suffices to prove that the values InHom(B′, G, 1), . . . , InHom(B′, G, 2n−1)
are determined by InHOMSBA(G).
u v11 v
1
s
e1
. . . . . .
vr1 v
r
s
er
. . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . .
Figure 4: Construction of Br,s in the proof of Lemma 9
To obtain these values via an interpolation argument, for every r ≥ 0 and
every s > 0, we define Br,s from B
′ by adding r edges that each contain the
vertex u and s fresh vertices. Formally, we let
V (Br,s) := V (B
′) ∪˙ { vij | i ∈ [r] , j ∈ [s] },
where vij is a fresh vertex for all i ∈ [r] , j ∈ [s],
E(Br,s) := E(B
′) ∪˙ { e1, . . . , er },
where e1, . . . , er are fresh edges, and
fBr,s(e) :=
{
fB′(e) if e ∈ E(B
′),
{ u } ∪ { vij | j ∈ [s] } if e = ei for i ∈ [r]
for every e ∈ E(Br,s). Since we require s to be strictly greater than zero, the
vertex u does not have any parallel loops, which means that Br,s has fewer
vertices with parallel loops than B, i.e., the induction hypothesis is applicable
to it. By partitioning the incidence homomorphisms from Br,s to G according
to the degree sequence of the vertex that u is mapped to, observe that we have
InHom(Br,s, G) =
∑
d¯∈Dn
InHom(B′, G, d¯) ·
(
n∑
i=1
di · i
s
)r
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for every r ≥ 0 and every s > 0, where for a degree sequence d¯ ∈ Dn, we let
InHom(B′, G, d¯) denote the number of incidence homomorphisms from B′ to G
that map u to a vertex with the degree sequence d¯.
Let d¯1, . . . , d¯ℓ be an enumeration of Dn. For every s > 0, we obtain the
system


1 1 1
(
∑n
i=1 d1,i · i
s)
1
. . . (
∑n
i=1 dℓ,i · i
s)
1
...
. . .
...
(
∑n
i=1 d1,i · i
s)
ℓ−1
. . . (
∑n
i=1 dℓ,i · i
s)
ℓ−1

 ·


InHom(B′, G, d¯1)
InHom(B′, G, d¯2)
...
InHom(B′, G, d¯ℓ)

 =


InHom(B0,s, G)
InHom(B1,s, G)
...
InHom(Bℓ−1,s, G)


of linear equations, where the matrix is the transpose of the Vandermonde ma-
trix V (
∑n
i=1 d1,i · i
s, . . . ,
∑n
i=1 dℓ,i · i
s). By choosing s to be large enough, we are
able to ensure that these values are pairwise distinct, and thus, that the matrix is
invertible: We choose a large enough s such that we have
∑j−1
i=1 2
n−1 · is < js for
every j ∈ [n], which is certainly possible since we have lims→∞
∑j−1
i=1 i
s/js = 0
for every j ∈ [n]. To see that this is in fact sufficient, let d¯, d¯′ ∈ Dn with d¯ 6= d¯
′.
We choose the maximum j ∈ [n] such that dj 6= d
′
j , where we assume dj > d
′
j
without loss of generality. Then, we have
n∑
i=1
di · i
s ≥ dj · j
s +
n∑
i=j+1
di · i
s = dj · j
s +
n∑
i=j+1
d′i · i
s
= js + (dj − 1) · j
s +
n∑
i=j+1
d′i · i
s
>
j−1∑
i=1
2n−1 · is + (dj − 1) · j
s +
n∑
i=j+1
d′i · i
s
≥
j−1∑
i=1
d′i · i
s + d′j · j
s +
n∑
i=j+1
d′i · i
s.
By the induction hypothesis, the values InHom(B0,s, G), . . . , InHom(Bℓ−1,s, G)
are determined by InHOMSBA(G), and the invertibility of the matrix yields the
same for the value InHom(B′, G, d¯) for every d¯ ∈ Dn. Because we have
InHom(B′, G, i) =
∑
d¯∈Dn,∑n
j=1 dj=i
InHom(B′, G, d¯)
for every i ∈
[
2n−1
]
, this proves our claim and finishes the proof.
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